Extremely Pleased Customers Give 5 Star Rating on Amazon For Picnic Blanket

Angela Jones January 23, 2015

Freddie and Sebbie has just gotten their 101st validated Amazon customer testimonial, giving their outdoor blanket a typical 4.8 star rating, including 82 maximum 5 star rated scores left by extremely pleased customers, who just love going out for a family

(Newswire.net -- January 23, 2015) Las Vegas, NV -- Freddie and Sebbie has been promoting a luxury design outdoor blanket with waterproof backing for about 18 months. According to Amazon, the checked style large blanket has a super soft leather carrying handle, is really easy to fold, helps to keep family members clean and dry, and is ideal for the beach, travel, or just as a picnic blanket.

Patrick McDonold from New York says... "First thing my other half mentioned when I pulled it out of the box was that it appeared like a sweet blanket. I said that for $40 it better be a sweet blanket, and in fact it is. I do not mind investing money on quality products, but this is it, a really great blanket with a cool detachable handle that can likewise be made use of with other blankets. I use this inverted with the waterproof side up as cushioning for my baby girl's naked baby time. It has a really soft fleece, not at all itchy, and the water resistant side is heavy duty, without being too stiff."

Another Amazon confirmed client giving 5 stars says ... "This is an excellent picnic blanket. We went out for a picnic at the beach yesterday with another family and took it along with us. It fitted all our family members easy, with room for the picnic basket, as well as a family of 4 grownups and 2 children. It looks so great once it's expanded, it includes a water resistant backing and is comfy to sit on. I believed it would be rather difficult to roll back up to look nice and neat, when I initially got it, however after going through the 4 step guidelines a couple of times I soon had the hang of it."

A really class product, according to another 5 star review, which reads... "No one would imagine that this really well designed, small (when rolled up), easily portable outdoor blanket is the spacious good-looking Burberry style that expands to 55” X 78” when rolled out on the ground for a nap below the trees or a picnic with buddies. This is a classy addition to your travel plans, and not just that, but also provides for a ready blanket for your very own lawn requirements, when guests drop by with children who need some protection from the wet lawn. It is water proof, machine washable, simple to lug about and unfold and re-roll post picnic, and it is made so well that it is most likely to last for many years. Though it resembles a luxury product, and in many ways its usefulness does make it a deserved luxury item, it is backed by a life time replacement guarantee. The folks at Freddie and Sebbie have actually developed a real winner, as this is a fantastic present idea for close family and friends, come the weekend, so definitely a highly recommended product."

The luxury outdoor blanket by Freddie and Sebbie is exclusively sold on Amazon, where scores of (happy) consumer product testimonials can be seen. [http://www.amazon.com/Outdoor-Blanket-Chequered-Guaranteed-Guarantee/dp/B00CLAZLN8/](http://www.amazon.com/Outdoor-Blanket-Chequered-Guaranteed-Guarantee/dp/B00CLAZLN8/)
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